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JRacent evidence testifying thatmass-mediaiwydaxertsignificant

influencei-on American votingtehavior has led to a comprehensive

nation of the nature of political communication behaviofris se, as well as
.

Its functional antecedepts and potential' consequences. One emerging and

promising area of inquiry focuses

play ,in political participation,

upon the,role c9mmunication behavior:may--
M --

ticulatly With_regatd7to voter turnout.

Voter abstention has of cou se beOmelt popular topic of late, given

that'the proportion of'eligibleoffizans actually casting ballots in national
A

alactions has steadily:declined n recent years, dropping to'S3 percent in

1976. Blame for thishirbeen popUlatty attributed'to various 4Ormsof pub-
,

lic alienation, presumablrresultini from perceptions of rising corruption
I

in .governmentt declining morality, reduced communication Between-government

and governed, as well as "negatively biased" portrayals of politics In-the

press. Actually, amore eapiricallx.based view shois that much of the drop

in turnout is readily explained by population dynamics; most notably by the

rapidly expanding propOrtion 06,18- to 35-year=olds within.dur Society, an

age segment traditionally above the noritin.ahstention,, coupled with the.

.

,recent enfranchisement'of 18- to 21-year-olds.. /
/7

.. .
, /-

However, neither the popular "alienatioir view nor the populWon:-based.. -,

, /.
. ._.

explanation tells much about how and why citizens decide to Vbtiornot, Or ,

about the role of a host of additional factors, including coimunicatory ones,

/
. ,

- A

Traditional thinking has typified nonvoters avlikelter. to .e young,

IP in affecting turnout.

less educated, less affluent, single, fame -, geygraphically'obile,; generally
,
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more socially and politically, uninvolV.ed, more alientatea from political'

.

ifstitutiOns and processes, and less likely to attend 'to news and other

public affairs-related media content.' In grosi descriptive terms this act=
T

trke-beard prognosis is probably not too wide of ths..mark.--Itew s from

somewhat simOaistic yet logic 1-astdiption that nonvoters,- or a var of

underlying reasons, are less integrated into the political sys and see

themselvesas having less at stake in the outcome of eles, ons.

However,_recent literature on politicalas w as communication behavior

presence a number of more sophisticated :sod based upon either systemic-or

ividual level factors aimed it exp ping turnout.

Systemic factors obviously lude registration and residency require-

ments as well as the actual L oceduris involved in voting. Also, degree of-
,

,electoral competitiven s has been shown to be significant: "close" elec-
,

sions typiCally provide higher turnoutsjKey, 1951; Burnham, 1965). Kim,

_ Petrocik, and,,pokson (1975), utilizing a itique multi-variate design, com-,

-paied the relatiire weight of legal, tompetitive,and aggiegated'individual

factors on voter. turnout across states, and found each factor yfelOing

independent'and important contributions to turnout.

// However, of greater import here are individualtvel *predictors of

turnout, the most d6ect of which appear to be psychological and social

orientation, includin communicatory onei,-toward Voting and POlitics as
,AA

7 well as social participation in general.

For example, Olson (1972) reports empirical support from a survey_of

_ Indianapolis residents for what he terms a "social participation" theory
. . ,,. .

441P' of.voting behavior. Moderate associations were found between prier member- Y

sip in nonpolitical social organizations -- e.g. voluntary associations, dom-
.

.

A
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amity and church trouPs -- and voter turnout when age,.educatioh level,

politicaa interest, party identification, and mass media ana interpersonal.
4 .

communication.behaviors wete-controlled for. Olson hypothesizes a causal-
4

flqw in which higher Oucatioh level leads to greater inv,olvemefit in

voluntarz organizations, resulting in higher voter turnout.

,g

More revealing from ascommuniaation.perspiettive was a cross-cultural

study,of eligible voters (Nie; Powell. and Prewitp, 1969), finding that the

.i. direct impact of socio-ecoeomic charac4teristics on politicalparticipation,4- !

including voting, was attenuated by fiv "attitude sets" held by individuals
1/' A

toward the.political sypm: sense of citizen duty, political efficacy,
, .

.
..

political knowledge, pprcelyed importance of political outcomes, and anen-
..._

1)- ,

tivenest to miss media political content. Organizational membership and

labor force'participation also, showed a substantial independent effect on

participation.

1 Moreover, Burstein (1972) fmesents data in support of a causal, model

of political participation based more upon requisites of social structure.

The best predictors of overall'participation, including, voting, were thdse

locating the individual in social 'networks, primarily organizatio 1 involve-
)

. /
. ment and attention to political media cont6t. Socioeconomic status pre-

, i

dicted par ticipation less well, and demographics predicted least of all. s

Burstein argues that his.individual level data support what other aggregate

level studies have found ---thA when cdOmunication behavior is included, it

is typically the best predictor of political participatione LoVinTSmith

(1976), in examining a,r

models, found media use

the relationship

espeOfication of both tie Ni. et al. and Burste4i
.

... / .,,

ffect participation positively, and also found

-recursive, in thai.'amang females participatiCn
/

/

/
A

.
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a ret rn effect on media use. No significant return' effect was found among
. ... ,..-- . .

males, however. i% .

6

I's'

Wnile the above studies appear to relegate age and other demographics

. to.a setdiary role .of serving as descriptive ,locators of turnout, they

should not be,rea4ily"dismissed.' Age becomes a particularly important ..

variable in this regard if we assume that political socialization is not
..

a-process which ends of late adolescence; but rathe\ continues over the
6 JD.

life cycle. Circumstances, agents of socialization, and the context'and'

content of learning,may change, but the basic processes of cpping with

changing social, and physical environments remain. The growing emphasis on

socialization as a lifetime 01-ocess (cf. Brim and Wheeler, 1966; McLeod

and O'Keefe) 1972; Jennings and Niemi, 19'4; Chaffee, 1976) has brought

less concern for: age per se as a critical variable jind more concern with

the, differentiated variable...of life-cycle position pertinent to a Wen set

of behaviors a6 roles. After one-leaves idolescence, age may become less-
relevant than the differing life sIlles and demands associated with mar-

.

riage, changing occupations, childraising,'etc. Nonetheless, age level may

serve as a ready indicator of these positions.

There are also increasinetrguments for looking at age groups as,

strata on.iph in the senge,of social clasi. Riley and.Foner (1,968), Riley,

Johnson and Foner.(1972) And Foner (1974)dev a theory of age strati-

.

fication which assumes that age "locates'.individ als or groups of people

the so_cialitructuxe. _Age strataiiraxiewed,a,s_layers which cut:AcrOss

1 i ' the'whole society,just14 aass strata do, but order people and roles by
6-T

-----.-------
1

!i:,

17;Age.rather than by economic ,position. Age-related differences m y result

from the psYchological and physioIogicesging :process, or from g erational

cohort differences.

-4-
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Age strata typically serve as an importaht basis for distribUtion of

politiCil power, Foner notes. The young are likelier to have less power,

and to share different political attitudes thin older citizens.

Much earlier research dwelled upon a posited relatio ship between age
#

and voter turnout. Data over the years have clearly shown. that youngper-.

sons are the least likely io vote;.the middle-aged the most like), and
. I

citizens over age 65 somewhat-less likely tlian the middle-aged: However,

an inference from this that people slowly, gain interest in politics and vdting

until reaching a peak in their fifties, and then begin ,a decline, is of

course questionable. The,data in these earlier studies were gathered at

One point in time, and are by no mess an adequate measure of longitudinal

change. Numerous other variables related to voter turnout, among them
tr4 r

'education, income, and sex, also vary across age within our society.

For example, in an examination of voting and other forms of partici-

pation over position in the lifcycle, Verba and Nie (1972) present data
Xt.

rather strongly suggesting that the frequently found "decline" in voting

among persons over age 65 may be more a reflection of particular status
7

Characteristics found among that age group within our society. CorreCting

for education and income over age groups resulted in a consistent rate of

voting after age _5D p,eaking in fact after 65.

Glenn and Grimes (1968) employed both cross - sectional andcohort data

to find that political interest increased from middle to advanced age, and

------voter-tursout- remained almost constant when sex and education were controlled

for. They argue titht their findings.go against the so-called "disengagement"

hypothesis that transition to old age is marked by a progressive disengage-
.

ment of citizens from social interactions, possibly,leading to less awareness



of issues confronting the society. Rather, Glenn and Grimes postulate
4

that political interest and activity may be in part a function of freedom

from more pressing duties of life. The-young adult is apt to berhighl,
a 4 , .

,...k

livolved in rsuing an education, establishini social a oecupational
. . .

../ .

roles,tnd'seek ocial companionship. Following marriage,' family,
, 4

a, 14:

responsibilities begin to increase, and often occupational onesdo the

same. Political issues may seem relatively remote as a result. However,

as one approaches the late forties and fifties, family demands'diminish

as children leave home, and upward `striving in occupation begins to level
7

off. Fewer options for inure activity exist than in yOunger years,

although more time available. Political activity then, according to Glenn

and Grimes, becomes for some pebple a functional substitute for earlier

preoccupations. Thus, variation in distracting influences may contribute

to change in political activity, atld in part explainvariitien in -voter''

turnout over the life cycle. Other sources of influenci certainly exist.

The young may be more subject to political cross-pressures, which are thought

. t

to arouse conflict and reduce political activity. ,Campbell et al. (1960)

suggest that strengthened party identificatiowokrer the years makes voting

more likely asa result of increased loyalty.
-s

Hout and Knoke (1975) used multivariate techniques to identify effects

of age, qghort andstime peri8don voter turnout, finding each an impiortani

I

influence when education, religion, sex, occupatiOn, region, race and class

were controlled for. Voter turnout wa s decidely low below age 33 and over

:

. age 73 when the above factors were accounted for.

In terms of political attitudes, a cohort analysis by Cutler and Kaufman

(1975) suggests that increased ideological conservatism is not necessarily a

1 .
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function of aging; but ratheI'that older cohorts started out, with more

politically conservative views, and, have tended to stick with them. Agnello

/ ,

(1973) found Ott feel ings Of Pblitical powerlessness decrease between

age 21 andAlle mid-fOrties, and, then beiin to increase again with age.,

-Changes in patterns of political behavior, including,communication

r. . behavior and voting; deterveto be examined more cotkesiviv over ,the life

% 0,--,

cycle, particularly in the context of asking which of the fadtors described

Ilk
in the studies above influence voting at

.

which stages. Further lkgjt can be

. . ,.
,

shed,wonthe viability of the above models by investigating factors associated

with turnout within life cycle stages. A crupial factor for our purposes,is.

that of media'usage.

Mass communication behaviors themselv9 also may be assumed to change

;

over the life cycle. As people grow in age and experiences, their needs for

news, information, and entertainment change, as do the media forms they pur-'k

sue in satisfaction of these needs. The consequences of media:usage are

0
,

also likely to change over the years. Yet there is scant empirical evidence
)

directly supporting such seemingly obvious assumptions; Chaffee and Wilson
a

-

(1975) contend that despite the popular tendency to include age as an item

in mass communication auence survey questionnaires, minimal Use-is made

analytically of variable in its own right. Rather, age is usually

"controlled out" as the researcher pursues seemingly more interesting

variables. The few studies in which media audiences have been examined

across cage oategories-typically present rudimentary "time spent with" and

"importance of" constructs of media use, and fail to control for the impact

of fering level's of education, income, marital status, and the like

within age. cohorts. Moreover, the studies generally ignore specific

-7-
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content areas within media, choosing instead for example to depict !'geneal

.,-$ttlevision4viewing" as one gross category of usage, and "te4vision news

\viewing" ai'a somewhat mere particular grouping. It may be more productive to

-

focus on one particular media content area, such as politics, and trace.a

number of variables elated to political media usage over age categories.

The recent concern with the socialization of young first time
111

eligible voters has lead to some intriguing, research comparing political.

communication orientations of 18- to 24-iear-olds against those of older

voters taken as a.group.

'line impact of prior communication behavior on voter turnout has been

perhaps most cogently explored from a socialization perspective by Blumler '

and McLeod (19), in la study of the behavior` of young first-

/

/time electors

during 4e 1970 British Genral Election. The authors found that measures

of interpersonal and mass media communication orientations ofyoeng eligible
.

voters during the campaign accounted for between 13.and 28, percent of the

'111'

variance in turnout, dependin upon respondents' party preferences. Dis-

positional, attitudinal anOctivat4onal.variabl4s accounted "for between
* .

. .

..

. 12 and 17 percent, When young eligibles were compared &gain t old, media

use, interpersonal communication, and dispositional variablemiccounted for

N
more variance in turnout among the former. "Stiuctural factors, including

. socio- economic status, marital status, and sex accounted for more variance

among older voter. Blumler and McLeod conclude that, aeleast among
. ''"--. I

first-time eligible voters, "communication matters just as much as anything .

.

else d9es," and argue that the'traditionak "limited effect's" model of

communication influence (cf. Klaprec., 1960) smplIodoeS not hold up insofar

as the impact of communication on turnout, a d probably other political

orientations, is concerned.

-8=
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In a similar vein, O'Keefe(1976) presentsdata from a 1.972 Ohio

study suggesting that osociatiohs between turnout and other factors,

including communication, vary across the life cycle. Table A summarizes

key results from the study by indicating the proportion of variance ex-

. plaised in turnout by each independent variable, and the grouped amount of ."

variance explained by each of the 'seven sets of factors studied. Within

the 18- to 24-year-old group, political media orientations explained the
d/,

largest share of variation in voter turnout'(6.3 percent),.and witohin that,

set reliance upon newspapers.and magatines'is decision aids contributed the

most variance. Mass communication orientations. thus emerged as a Primary .

predi ctor of turnout aMillig the young, much as it 'did in the Blumler-McLeod

study. -The next most,powerful set=of factors was political disposition
- _

(5.5 ercent ,

Among 25- to 34-year-olds, the domininerole of media was replaced by
\_ w

that of p9litical dispositions. Media ranked second, accounting for 3.1

percent at the variance. More substantial changes occurred-among the-

35- to 64-year-olds, with the main predictors of turnout being, political

disposition (12 to 15 percept of variance explains), followed by structural

$ characteristics, and st.itus'characttristics. Clefrly, changes in predictors

of turnout, and presumably reasons for voting, occurred between the young

adult years and the middle years, when the deCision to vote may become more

depend upon already-formed dispositions. Turnout among those over 65,-on
,

the other h a , was most accounted for by, political disposition (14.1 per-

cent), followed by media arient1111 atinf (6.1 percent). The rise in association

between media orientation arid turnout among those.65 and, over may in part
ty

be a consequence of greater social isolation of this group. The elderly

<
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1 ,

.
.

Wtth_greaterinterest in politics, whether or reasons associated with
0, 7

'1' RVIeics serviv as a functional substitute for other activities or not,
- ,.. . .14 :,4'. . t

' ' mdy.filid greater political stimulation from media use than froM social,, 4 . .
4r '

a
. . 1,r 1 :. 4.. %.116... !tpitaidits: -fie media may become more prominent in the lives.of older per-

' , ,,:,..,,,, 9 ), ..,, 4. . '

' ' . . .MI' . .

.---7"
- sons, replacing activities and social contacts mbre'common in earlier years.

, Thus, what.the young eligible voter has learned from media and parents,

combineCwith:his.trutt in politicians, may be more important in determining

.
. .

J
turnout than other factors. the middle-aged and older voters may act.more

'

.

.

ip lihb with dispositions formed over the years ad'a result of previous
..1 .

.
. \I' ,

,

votingnd other political experiences, and may rely less on'medie 'Voting

441

..

in r years also appears mose tied tb statuswithin the crmunity.

. .. ...
- . ..

T above4esearch substantiates a view.that,not'orily does .voter

,
,

turnout vary aaross tie life cycle, ..but that differenteemographico soda-

logical and psychological variables are o turnout at specifife
e

Cycle stages. Mass, communication behavior appears e.more important factor.

early in political life, and again in later years: To obiin a more'com.:,

pieta picturepf the relationship between cdmmunUation'and turnout, it

seems n essary to also examine comlunication behaviors within both voter

ter groups over stages of political life. The
,

research on Mass
.

edia us es blvoters, and the consequences of such,-is quite extensive'
/

.

- (Sew, for example, -Berelson,tazarsfeld and McPhee, 19541 Klpper, 96Q;

p. i
/ / ,

.

Converse, 3966; Blumler and McQuail, '1969; Atkin, 1973; cLead, Becker and Byrnes
.

,

1974;'Adelsohn and O'Keefe, 1976). And; some of the m re recent research .

t a ID.,0.

has shown concern with ag differences in voting and behavior,

particularly in terns of comparing young first-time voters to '41der one
.

.'s

(See, ,for example, Blumlerand McLeod, 1975; O'Keefe, Becker, and Mcitod, .

710-
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1976;,Chage and Becker, 1976; McLeod, Brown, Becker,,:and Ziemke, 1977).
1h.

. Ar. , 110 .
,

ibwever, scant attention has been given,to describing communication'or mote
. .

. .

general"characteristics. of the nonvoting population. One landmark volume,

Voting and Nonvotint (Lang an d,Lang, L968), is l. ineisive in its, discussions

of media use and nonvoting, but places_theissue into.the Somewhat limited

context of the impact of election result forecasts prior to poll closings

on abstention.

This paper attempts t ex d e,aborate upon the above research
, .

/ ----":" F
.

by taking as its poinp/of e investigation of motivations and

media uses underlying nonvoting behavior. The aiin is to examine nonvoters

as a population subgroup in_terms of the motivations these indivieual's

-may haVs for t heir inactiiityand to associate those motivations with media

orientations over the life cycle.

.

. ,
If reasons for not voting and media orientatilv do vary with age,.the

. .
. 2

problem become ne of investigating tke relationship between media.orilli

tions and nonvoting reasons within age categories. Such investigation also

requires the control of-certain-variables which might" be expected. to affect .A14

both med4a-orientations and &Voting reason within age .grOps, and which

mile importantly may affect the relationship between the two within age

groups. For these preliiinary analyses, fiwo such control variables will be

6

considered: political interest'and level of education. Both have emerged

as important predictors of both medialu% and nonvoting J:nthe preious

research cited above. :404,

Q
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METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

c

The data reported below weretgenerated from a national survey of

nonvoters conducted in JulyI976 by the polling firm-of/Peter Hart and

Associates. Aulti7stge area sampling techniques, combined with inter-,

viewee screening procedures, were used to arrive at a final sample of

1,486 respondents identified as-nonvoters in the sense of their either:

(1) having failed to vote regularly foffeasons other than legal require-

ments in the lareviouslour national
elections, or (2) indicatinl that

- there was a 50'-50 chance or,less that they would vote in the 1976

presidential election. While there is a problem of validity in that the '

study relied completely upon respondents' self-assessments of-their pas,

voting history and 1976 election behavior
, the

, .

that the sample as a whole does not reflect'a representative group of

individuals less likely to

is no reason to suspect

demographic profile of-the

For the purposes here,

participate in politics through voting.

sample is presented in Table 1.

analysed will be limited-to a series of items
4.- e

ascertaining respondents' reasons for not voting and certain Characteristics

Of their mass media behavior, in addition.) age, politicl'i interest, and

education.

Reasons for not voting were assessed b,i,asking respindents t() rate

-the importance of each of elev items culled from a larger list of 18 ites.%,
)4re

on the basis of their face Validity, variance, and a cluster analysis.'The

items reflected the followineiktionafes for not voting: (1) cynicism

toward candidates; (2) inability to-OsNminite
between, candidates; (3)

4distAt of candidates; (4) distrust of,governmefit; (5) general lack of

Coniein with 'Attics; (6) inefficacy of voting; (7) lack 6f pbjectIve

inforiaation abet candidates; ,(8) feeling generally unqualified to vote;

.111

-12
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(9) difficulty in registering to vote;.(10)iriconvenient poll hours;

*
and (11) inconvenient poll locations. Specificillems appear in Table 2:

Generally, the first.six ca be classified as "substantive" reasons
s .

- for not voting largely inyolving negative reactions against candidates.e"'

. .

. ,i''
...

government and/or the political system. Perceived lack of information or
'

general qualifications reflect a more neutral stance, based in part on

inability to attain and/or process information. Thelast threg center

on "technicalities ", or matters of convenience, regarding the actual

voting process.

The most important reasons for abstention over the sample as a
)

whole were those associated with distrust and cynicism toward candidates,

lack of concern with politics, and lack of information about candidates,

while those least important had bearing on hardships encountered in

I-

registering or getting to the polls (Table 2). lipth respect to age, the

emphasis given-substantive reasons and lack of information declined steadily

%
from young to old. Eighteen to 24-year-olds consistently rated these

reasons as more-importAnt than did any other cohort. Nonvopis aged '65

and over, however, rated candidate cynicism and inefficacy more important

than did the middle-aged, and emphasized lack of qualification and, as expected4-

inconvenience of'polling places,moreso than any other age group.

One might have expected the young to place more,weight upon registration

requirements than the old, but that was not found. Perhaps registration

campaigns aimed at making the-process as simple as possible, primarily with

the young In mind, at least,made the point thatthe process was a relatively

.

easy one.
,

.

1

, In sum, the young, Sollowed somewhat distantly. by the elderly, attached

-13-
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greater importance to items reflecting a general disaff tion with

electoral processes. Whether this is adore a function f youth itself or

of generational differenCes cannot be properly add essed With the data

hdiq`.'HoWever, surveys of vofIng populations ov r the, 4.eare have generally

found-the young to have lesser feelings of political trust and efficacy

than older voters, suggesting maturational influence. Quite the same

phenomeAbn may be taking place among nonvoters, albeit perhaps to a'

greater degree. The rank orders-of mean scores of the reasons were

quite consistent within each age cohort.

Various orAenta ions of nonvoters,to,politically relevant mass

'media content were measured through a series of rather standard items

Je

rela;ing to respondents' national television network news exposure,

their attention, to televised poLitical news items, the extent to which they

perceiVed television news as'helpful in understanding what candidates

'stand for, and the degree to which they perceivea television news as .

biased or fair in, presenting political information. A series of analogous
fl

items were askedivis Iris newspaper Political content. (See.Table 3 far
-

specific. items:)_ In addition, respondents listed their main source for- -

news and'information about politics.

The profile of nonvoters' mass media orientations does not differ

markedly from that regularly found,for voters (Table Z) Exposure to

A A

newspapers and televisian news and attention to political newsontent

generally increases with age,'educafloiliWepodtical interest.
/, s

Eighteen to 24- year -old nonvoters and those 65 and over saw/bothte

television andnewspapers as less help54T and television as less fair

than other respondenrs..Political interest increa over the life cyc

among'nonvoiers, as i'has been found to do amonj voters.

-14-
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Within each
4

age group, the more eduCated and politica y interested

' indicated gre, er newspaper and television news exposure, ttention to

political n s, and perCeptions'of.being helped by new

understa

visio

the ov

ing the-candi,tes: However; they rated bo

as _being less failvin treatient of politica

'all sample'

edia in. better

newspaper qind tele-
/

matters than did
A

.
-

elevision 'merges as by far the prime political nftmWon medium for

nonvoters. Hal, or more

as/their maui source of

7

of the nonvoters in all age groups listed television

political information (Table ti,-and newspapers .

1-
Were li4ed by'less, than a quarter Qf the respondents,'barely edging

out,radio. This finding goes againt results obtained fromrpast famples

gevoters in which newspapers are,impally ranked only slightly
pw

television. Televisidn appears especially relied upon by-nonvoters over

age 50. Eighteen tc(i-'74-year-olds'-indicated greater preference for

magazines than older respondents, a result consistent with research

-voters.

In order to assess the relationships between media orientation and,

reasons for not voting, the media orientations along with edukation

and political interest were inserted into a multiple linear regression'_ .

analysis of their relative impacts'on each of the nOnvoting.reaso
, . .

These analyses were repeated within each of the'lour age groups.

° Over the sample as.a whole, interest 0 Politic/ emerges as the most

consisteritredictor of substantive reasons for abstention (Table 5). The .

-
.

mote politica*, interested nonvoters were, the'less import they attanid

to candidate cyniCism and indis imination, distruit of calididatei and'

gqvernment, inefficacy of votin d lack of political cohcernregardless.

of educatidn level oriredia oriea4tions. Highly interested,norers

Irl
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/

are thus' unlikely io be classifiable is a congTegatiqn of concerned-yet-
.

4isenchanted citizens who choose not to' vote out,of contempt for general
4

1
malaise with electoral processes.

Or the other hand,.the data doibt_quiti so firmly dispell t4he argument
'1

that the news media '!alienate" ciOzens into modes of lesser political '

WhiIe'the resultifornewspaper orientations square somewhat

with the familiar hypothesis of mass media sage suppOrting positive

Tolivical,anclinatioys, ttie data for television are quite divergent.

Most striking is the:finding that increased,attention to televised .

0 politieal news is positively aisociated with pearly all substantive reaiena

t

for not voting. The greater attention viewers paid to stories about

natioAl politics, the higher they rated candidate cynicism and'indiscrim-
-

ination, distrust in candidates and government,and inefficicy of voting.

While only the standardized regression coefficients for candidate and
. ,

government distrust were significant, the'overall consistency of these

results is marked. Moreover, perceived helpfulness of television in

.

4 . understanding candidates maintains low, yet positive, associations with

all substantive rettIons. Fairness of television in political matters.is'

.more troublesome, yielding coefficients mixed in directionality with

the substantive rationales,. e.g. a negative and significant relationship

with candiditi distrust but a positive and significant relationship

with political unconcern. 0
0 .

On the other hand, level of.exposurelhb,network television news and

newspaper exposure and attention were quite consistent in yielding low
I

order negative coefficients with substantive reasons. And, the morefair

'A and helpful.readers found' newspapers to be, the less important they rated) ,

substaritive'reasons, a' inding'ihat was statistically significant 4%

1

-16-
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0

-severai_cases.

In general, then; expectations of newspapeis as beiwg'fair, and

perceived effett of, newspapers 'in terms of their helpfulness..: /,
/..,.

..iw4r sodiated with decreased importance of political disaffection
./- f- f'

-f./-- i; y . -. ,..i;
, ,'/1 , ":-aad--ma aise. Buf, the activity of .greater attendance to televised

4t

political nefs was -asociaed with an increased importance Of negative
r

' , attitudes. to4itq pdlitics. A partial eXplanition for ,this discrepancy
)

, I maywell isf course-;:in the, divergent natures of the two news
f ,.e. . o

, moil EVen a high,:level of attention to television .news is apt to,

-"'1'..

'

,71)royidei.onf$, OsurfaCarviei of often.cofplex political issues and

einphaslzing "blacks an& wgites" at the expense of
,

4 .

thoaghtful.thade$

Acliolvibuslact that

, .

Q1 * . f 44 I \ " , !

1.. i, ,,01 ,,... . or . reinforce negative feelings. teivarcl politics.
,

1. .

f

t

o grayl Such superficiality, acct mp anled by the

tad newt i re interesting than good, may promote and/'

I

;fere paramount in predicting 6 importance of

lack of, objective infoftation as a criterion for not voti , following
V

the I Arm.
much n sok:pattern as described above.. However,,level of >

.., .

.

'-clucafion emergee,av the key predictor of "conveni nce" reasons for
. -\,4'

! 0 .. 'k i It.
. ....A

nor'vp ring ',,' .wit: the-more,. :educated significantly less" likely to rate- .

0

t

,

.
regiStratidni difficulties or :inconvenience of pining places-as

*
.

jtportan*: . 4
V 4 dp

Th results, of the regression analyses within each age cohort

(Tables t. thr641 9) generally match ..those for-igre samplie<ss a whole.

HoweVer, the ,relative ilpict of media orientatpns on reasons for
o

abstention yaries, with age.- For instance, political interest emerged as
4 , I ;

a quite weak predictor among 18- to 24-year-olds while attention Ito

televised political news was generally-the strongest. Again, themore

. -17-.1
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A

attention -to ;41 vi

candidate distrust;

t

.

on-news, the,greater the importance, attached to
.

.
. 0 , .

inefficacy of v... oting., and la6 k of inf. o rmation. Not
,

t

only does it kppear that media.usages aregintyinsic in predicting
, ,- ., . ---

..voting versus nonvoting among young:Vdters.,:byt also in explaining'
--,.

, . o-
, -. . .

,, ,,

. ,
..

mbtlyationslOr abstention. This is particularly noteworthy given
,

.
.40 ',

,,,

that the yoUngikored lowest among all'age groups-in exposure and attention

to television' and newspaperi: Perhaps in the,absence of other, political-
_ iv ,.

Stimuli, includini years ot:expe ence to draw from,'.even a modeft'-
, .

amount of media encounter yields significant impact.

Politics
./

inteiest,regains Its status in predicting nonvoting reasons

among older respondents. Media orientations are only sporadically werl-
,

associated with abstention reasons ateng 25- to 34= .year olds, and within
. ,

the 35- to 64-year-old group newspaper fairness is the only media variable

consistently, ,and significantly related to nonvoting rationales. However,

importance of government distrust over the middle years, appears Tess a

function of interest or education'than of media orientation. Among age /'

-65 and:over nonvoters, television attention showing markedly high
.

positive coefficients. with substantive nonvoting reasons, particularly

those pertaining to distrust, Th se results bear out the increased ,

predictibility of turnout by m is usages among both tee young and the.

- 10
elderly found in earlierresea ch, end point to a Ootentially(critiqal rote

1

for attention to televised new vis a vi
1

s reasons for abs entiOn. ,'
z.

, .

-1.8-
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Recent literature-A political behaviorsuggests several models

attempting to account tovvariation'in voter turnout. Individual evel

predictors which have been among 'the most successful in explaining voter

participation and abstention include age and political communication

behaVior. When ,appropriate controls are introduced, voter turnout in.:

creases linearly with age, and higher levels of,politiWly relevant mass

media usage typically correlate positively with turnout. Recent findings

also. indicate media usage to be' a particularly powerful predictor of turn-

out among firsirtime eligible voters, and to a lesser but nonetheless

sizable extent among citizens age 65 and over. While previous invettiga-,

tions have to, some extent expired media use characteristics of the voting

population, a fuller, understanding of turnout and communication processes

may evolve from inspection of media use among. nonvoters over the life

, cycle, particulatly as related to motivations for not voting. Reasons for
A

abstention and media use patterns were found to vary with'age in this study,

as did the nature of the relationihip between media orientations and

specific reasons for not voting.

Specifically, media orientations were more predictive of abstention

reasons among 113- to 24-year olds Ind those age 65 and over than for

middle age groups. Moreover) greater attention to televised political news

was fdund positively associated with political distrust and other forms of

disaffection as abstention reasons. ,However, the more fair and helpful
4y4 a vis politics newspapers were perceived as being, the less import

nonvoters gave'to such reasons. J`

ThisStudyls of course limited in using a cross-sectional design;
.

19D



cohort and longitudinal analyses would enhance the inferences to

be made from these data. It is clear; however, that development of political

,orientations such as turnout over the life cycle deserves much closer

. ,

attention than it has received in the past.

The oft-supported generalization that greater public affairs media

use encourages voting particularly deserves a closer look. Finer,

delineation between such orientations as exposure and attention, as well as

4 credibility and helpfulness, within each medium may provide a .clearer picture

of precisely What kinds of usages are associated with specific influences.

Greater clarification may w44.1 also be found in examining the various

gratifications sought by nonvoters, particularly the young and the elderly, .

in their politicil communication usages, and the extent to which they rely

on mass media for assistance in forming political beliefs, values and

behaviors.
(

For instance,kir key distinction in terms of information seeking

between newspapers and television centers around jelectivity. The regular

newspaper reader can more easily pick and choose content consistent with

existing interests and views. Politically disinterested readers can readily

avoid political stories, and the more interested can select those of

particular relevance

this selectivity may

attributes of conce

such selectivity is

or supportive.,of given attitudes. During a campaign,

aid in processing of information about candidates on

For the regular jelefision news attender, however,

itnitively more difficult. The politically disinterested

viewer who wants to "keep up with the news" in general may find political

content hard to avoid. Cognitively tuning out one (uninteresting story on

a well ;paced news program often leads to missing the next as well.) Thus

the heavy viewet disinterested in end/or disaffected with politics is likely

-20-
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to get a fair dosage of it regardless, particularly during peak campaign

periods, and perhaps with disagreeable effects. More politically

interested news viewers attempting to evaluate candidates may find them-

selveS in much the same situation: potential voters with a preferred candi-

date and seeking einforcament are likely to also view content favorable

to the opposition; and, thAse literally undecided not only receive

candidate comparisons on attributes of importance to them, but on other

attributes as well, perhaps inisome cases hindering discrimination between

candidates.

In addition, nonvoters holding negative views toward,candidates and

'governmeAt may seek out televised political news for its relative lipplicity
IF

of presentition which allows them to seek reinforcement and justification

for their views. In addition, the,aim for balanced coverage of political

personalities and issues may give an appearance of blandness, leading to

viewer perceptions of "all candiditer.being alike." Similarly, time
V

allocated by the networks to extraneous campaign events and "hoopla"

(Patterson and McClure, 1972) may lessen in viewers' eyes the critical
0

.

import of voting and elections. This is not to say that newspapers

necessarily exhibit continuous studigd insight pinto thavorkings of

politics, but most observers, including network news producers, would agree

that print media do provide greatex,depth and insight into the complexities

/
of politics.

Continuing research in this realm should. focus more on those groups

for whom commiThication seems to matter the most vis a vis abstention. The

life-cycle approach used here has identified two such segments -- the young

emerging electorate and the oldes,t, and presumably most politically ex-

-21-
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perienced, citizens. -While at first blush they appear as quite disparate

cohorts, commonalities have been found here. However, the reasons under-,

lying the similarities may be quite different. Foi example, among the

youngpmedialmay be sought out in a limited way as a readily available

agent of political learning, particularly during campaigns, and specific

gratifications may result., For the ag 65 and over coho ;t,'increased

social isolation may lead to greater reliance on media as a source of 4)

political' interaction, inCreasing the relevance, of mass communications in _

their political participation. Among nonvotersyin each of the two age

groups, the .markedly positive relationship between attention to tele--

vised political news and political disaffection and malaise may result.from

the differences in television and newspaper presentation foymats discussed .

above. In particular, consider that most campaign media presentations aim

at the largest block of voters -- the 25- to 64-year-olds -- and emphasize

issues pertinent to them. The. young and the elderly viewing the campaign

4
in broad strokes on television news may p4ceive that others

are the main ones being addressed and courted, adding to disenchantment.

Greater attention to may allow these "out-groups" more selectivity

in choosing stories speaking to their immediate concerns, and lead to

greater satisfaction.

-Some interesting consequences for future study of the politicatvsystem

may result, whether the trends here are primarily generationad or a result

of aging processes. . For instance, if the association between media useihd

turnout among young voters is mainly a function of youhg inexperienced

citizen.seeking out readily available sources of political information and
AL9

influence, it is important that we acknowledge the role of the media as a

politiCal learning device and investigate the specific uses made of media

-22-
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in that regard, and the consequences which derive. If, on the'other hand,'.

the media use-turnout relationship is more based upon generatibna111if-

ferences, we nay expect the role of the media increase as'present-daY

young voters mature. Presumably, this might be coupled with a decline

in the role of social and organizational involvement-, value-briented

political pmmnitments, party affiliations and the like in affecting '

turnout. The media in a litoeral sense could become a foundation for a

"new politics." One suspects, however, that the trend may reflect both

cohort and generational chaftges; subsequent research Shouldturn to

unravelling the relative impacts of each within particular circumstances.

-23-
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TABLE A
'REGRESSION ANALYSES QF VOTER TURNOUT, BY AGE

'41

18-24 25-34 35-49 50-64 65+
(n=353) (n=431) (n=482) (n =419) (n=281)

A r2 l.i.r2 Ar2 ai.2 -Li rB'

Political dispositions (Total) .055
Concelfn over votin
Concern over ou .me

inPolitical in est

.041

.002

.007

Political k owledge .003
Party identification .001

Political system values (Total) .037
Political powerlessness .001

Altruism of politicians .002
Trust in politicians ! .020
Politieal Alienation .009
Politicalwunderstanding .000
Efficacy of voting .006

.145

.101

.002

.034

.001

.006

.025

.006

.007

.010
,010

.000

.001

Political media orientations (TOtal).063 .031
News media exposure .002 .002

Television reliance .001 .008

Newspaper reliance .029 .017
Magazine reliance .026 . .002
Media fairness .004 .003

Interpersonal communication (Total) .007 .010
Campaign discussion

.

.001 .003

Interpersonal reliance :006 4-005

Cross-pressure .004 .003

Parental characteristics (Total) .015' 291§
Fathei's political interest .006 ADI
Father's political discussion .009 .013
Freedom to discuss- .000 .Q00 ,

Structural characteristics (Total). .023 .009
Length of residence .009 .001

- -

Neighborhood satisfaction .003 .003 .

Marital status ' .006 .006
Sex' .002 .000
Organizational membership .000 .000

Status characteristics (Totkl) '.001
.

.006
L

Occupation .000 .000
Education .000 . .004 '

Income .001 .002

.122 .147

,,_

.141

.087

.001

.006

.003

.099

.000

.030

.013

.137

.000

.003

.
001 .

.025 ,.006 .001

.015 N. .007 .026

'.002- .001 .000

.000 .000 .000

.00 .002 .015

.00r .003 .004

.010 .000 .008

.002 .002 .001

.019 .007 .061

.016 .002 .008

.002 .000 .002

.000 .002 .007

.001 .002 .035

.000 .001 .010

1 .003 .003 .001

.001 .001 . .001

'.001 .000 0100
.002 .002-' %°001

.012 .606 .012'

.001

.000

.000

.002

.000

.005

.011 .004 ,

\

.007

.057 .032 .055

.042 .013 %003

.007 .000 4%000

.602 .016 '4.004

.000 .003 .029

.006 .002 .019

4019 .013 .009

.011 .000 .008

.004 .002 .001

.004 .011 .001

.250 .216 - .310R2 .224 .0.243

'1From, 0 Keef X76.
.

'1
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TABLE 1
AL

, 4

An Overview of She Sample

4
Sex

//

Men 48%
-Women 52

(Nai1486).

,Pace

73%White 4

Black 17
_Oriental 1

Hispanic /Chicano 8

Other 1

x,18-24

25-34
ik 35-49

4

05+

Marital. Status

219;

34
20

14

11

e.
Married 60%
Single 4Q

'Income

Under $1.0000 51%
$10,000-14,999 23
$1,5,000 and over 26

yucation

0-8 years 21%

9-12 years 61

Col egg' 19

Part 'Tden ification

Democratic 43%
Independcnt 28
Republican 29

4
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Olndidate cynicisml

TABLE 2

MEAN SAES FOR
REASONS FOR NOT VOTING-BY AGE

Total

Candidate indis1 imination2.

Candidate distrust3

Government distrdst4

Political unconcern5

Inefficacy of voting6

Information lack?

'Unqualified to.vote8

Registration difficul40,

Poll hours inconvenientM

Poll place inconvenientll

18-24 25-34 35-64* 65+
(n=307) (n=505) (n=508) / r (n=158)

1.93, 1 82 1.72 1.80

1.45 1:73 L.67 1.64

2.20 2.16 2.08 2.07 ./7

1.81 - 1.76 1.56

1.79 1.75 1.77 1.75

1.75 1.72 1.66 1;69
p

1.83 1.80 .68 1.65

1.49 1.4'5 1.38, 4.53
43

1.31 1.28 1.32 1.30 '

,

1.28 1.21 1.28 1.27

-1.23 1:16- 41.22 1.30

.Stmple . .

(n=148E)

1.81

1.73

2.14

. 1.70

1.77

1.71

1.75

1,45

1.30

1.26

1.21

!)S- to 49- year -olds and 50- to 64-year-olds' were Combined forthese analyses.

111'Watergate proved that elected officials are only out for themselves."

2"All candidates seem pretty much the same."'

3"Candidates say one thing andthen do 'another.'"

. 4"The government seems td act too secretly."

5 "I.4st donit bother with politics."

6"Otie person's vote really won't make an)4 difference.'''

7"It is hard to find reliable-and unhased information on the candidate."

8"I don't feel' qualified to vote."
., ,z)

A

9"The registration rules make,it difficult for people to register,"

10 "I couldn't get to the polls during voting hours."
4

11"The location oft1=1; polling place is inconvenient."

, All items scored 1 = "Not very important;" 2 = "Somewhat important;" 3. =
"Very important."

'31 4-.0
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TABLE

'

IA ORIENTATIONS POLITICAL INTEREST
AND EDUCATION, BY AGE

'.: t, -'/
Or I

t'I ,

40

.
:- Total

18-24
.

(n=307)

Television Fairness1,, 1.84
Hi Int, 1.71

Hi Ed, '1.63

TelevisiL Exposure2 2.00
, 0

Hi Int. 7:17
Hi Ed. 2.13 .

4

1
.

Television Attention3% '1.42 '

... 'Hi Int. 2.41

4

Television Helpfuinesi4
Hi Int.
Hi Ed.

1.98

7

2.11 if

2.14
2.05

1.81Newspaper Fairness5 , ,,

Hi. Int. . ,1.69
Hi Ed. 1.62

Newspaper ExposUrV'' 1.95

Hi Int. 2.16
Hi Ed. 2.27

,

,Newspaper Attention7 1:63
Hi Int: 2.22

1 Hi Ed/ 1.87

Newspaper flelpfulness8, 2.20
Hi Int. 2.37
Hi Ed. 2.30

Edqation9 2.18
' Hi '111t. 2.31

Hi.Ed.

Political Interegtl° 1.88
, Hi- Int.

Hi Ed. /.14

25-34

(n=505)

7 35-64

(4=9090

6S+

(n=158)-

1.42 1.95 '1.87

rre
,1.8S

1738,
1.83

1.71

1.71
4 a .(

2.16 2.30 2.50
TIT 2.64 2.69 ,,.

2.28 2.43 2.50'

Sample

(n=1486)

1.91
1.
1. 9

2.21
2.47

2.29
...)r....°

a.90 . .0409 2.03 1.9t

.4.4.7N _2.53 2.42
°

Hi Ed. ,%"24,7;. 2.18, 2.23
le--.74.%
l2.28 / 2.18

2.27 2.37

2.26 . 2.39

1.81 1.84

1.66 1.76
1.58 1.61

2.05

2.08
2.08

1.68

2,00
1.91

2.25

2.30
2.38

2.18
2.41 .

2.01

2.26

2.2
2.34

2.45

1.70

2.10
1.89

.2.22

2.29,

2.25

- - - -

2.00

2.33

2.16
245
2.25

1.93

1.74

1.86

2.32

2.42

2.36

1%69

2.18
i1.87

2.15
2.46
2.18

1.79 1.39
1.58

'

'

1.91

2.50

2.52
2.18

2.17
2.32

2.25

1.g3
1.71

1.61

2.10

2.23

2.20

1.68
2.12

1.88

2.22

2.32
2.32

1.96

2.15

1.97

--r-
2.26
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a

'JAKE 3
Cptinued

,/1
Generally speaking, would, you say that the information about politics you

:'get from television is biased and slanted, or that it is objective and fair?
(3 levels, 1 = "biased';)

11,

2the national, network news his on TV in the early evening!. National network
news isshown five days a week, Monday through Friday.. In a typicalfive-
day week, how many days do you usually watch at. least one of these news; *
casts?

(3 levels, 1 * low)

3When you are watching the news on television, andstories about national
politics come on, do you usually pay very'close attention to the story,
pay some attention to find out what it is about, pay,a little attention,
or pay no attention to it at all?
(3 levels, 1 = low)

4Has the presentatibn of this year's presidential campaign on television made
it easier or harder for you to understand what the candidates stand for?
(3 levels,. 1 = "harder")

SGengrally speaking, would you saj, that' the information about politics you get
from the newspapers is biased'and slanted or that-it is objective and fair?

- (3 levels, 1 = "biased")
I

61n a typical seven day week, how many days would you
to read the daily newspaper--if any at all?
(3 levels, 1 = low)

say you get achance

When you come across stories about politics in your newspaper, do you
usually read the complete story, read enough of the story to know what it
is about, read a little of it, or rad none of it?
(3 levels, 1 - low)

8Has reading about this year's presidential campaign in the newspapers de
easier, or harder, fox' you to understand what thecandidates stan for?

(3 levels, 1 = "harder")

9What is the highest grade or year of regulai school or college you have
attended?
(3 levels, 1 = low5

"How interested are you in national politics and national aff rs--are you
very interested, somewhat interested, only slightly is ed, or not
interested at all?.

(3 levels, 1 . low)

33 O
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TABLE 4

MAIN SOURC5"FOR POLITICAL INFORMATION BY AGE1

(N=1486)

Magazines

Other People

- Television

'Newspapers

Radio

None.

4

(n=307)

,

7%

14

SO

9

15 '.

5

N,

25-34
(n=505)

7%

11

49

16'

11.

6

(n=508)

3%

9

S6

20

9

3

65+

(n=158)

1%

11

. .57'

13

,10

f

4 4

1 "Which one of these sources do%you counton most for news and information
about national polities -- magazines,' talking with people, television,
newspapers, or radio?" -

t

to,

34

7,
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TABLE S

REGRESSION ANALYSES OF NONVOTING REASONS, BY
EDUCATION, INTEREST AND MEDIA ORIENTATIONS

(Base N=1486)
4

Television Newspapers

4

Educa-
tion Int.

Pair-
ness

Expo-
.

sure
Atten-
tion

Help-
ful

Fair-

ness
Expo-
sure

Atten-
tion

Help-
ful

Candidatt cynicism -.07a -.03 -.03 -.02 -08a .03 -.03 -.06 -.09
b

-.18
b
,.05(-.02) (-.01) ( .04) -( .03) (-.09)a ( .03) ( .01) '( -.06) (-.07)a (-.18)°

Candidate indiscriminatdon -.06 -.09b -.08a -.08a -.05 -.05 -.12b -.14b -.07a -.14b,.05(-.02) . ( .01) ( .01) (-.05) (-.02) (-.06) (-.12)u (-.04) (-.10)°

Candidate distiust -.096 -.106 -.02 -.04 -.05 -.03 -.08a -.11b -.06 -.136,.05(-.091a (-.08)a ( .08)a ( .04) (-.01) (-.01) (-.05) (-.10)° (-.04) i-.12)°
Goya ent distrust -.04 -.07

a
.03 -.06 -.04 -.01 -.11 -.03 -.07

a
.03( 102) (-.07) ( .09)a ( .00)

a
(-.03) ( .01) (-.10)° (-.02) (-.08)a

Political unconcern .05 -.11
b

-.22
b

-.05 .00 -.08a -.22
b

-.09
b

-.17b b
,.12( .09)a (-.04) (- 09)a ( .01) (-.09)a (-.04) (-.11)° (-.05) (-.11)6 (-17)°,

(Inefficacy pf voting -.02 -.07a -.06 -.04 -.04 -.11b -.08a -.12b -,,19b .05(-.02) (-.04) ( .04) ( .01) ( -.01) (-.02) (-.05)" (-.06) (-.08)a (7.17)b

Information lack .

-.14
b

-.04 .05 -.17b -.16
b

-.07a .00 .04 .02 .08
(-.04) (-.04) ( .08)a (-.08)a (-.11)6 (-.06) ( .00) (-.4),- ( 42) ( .00)

Unqualified to vote at .06 -.lob -.01 .03 -.08a -.09b -.Q3 -.08a -.07a .03( .07) ( .04) (-.08)a ( .00) (7.03) (-.07)a (-.04) (7.05) (-.d1)

RegistratiOn difficulty' .02 -.02 -.01 --.07d .03 -.05 -.02 -.10b -.09b -.03 .02.01) (-.02) ( .02) (-.03) ( .03) (-.03) ( .01) (-.09)a (-.07)a -.GO)

Poll hours inconvenient .00 -.04 .06 -.03 -.01. -.04 .04 .01 -.OE .02-( .02) (-.06) ( .06) (-.06) (-.02)' ( -.04) ( .02) ( .04) (-.04) ( .05)

Poll place inconvenient .04 -.00 -.01 .01 .04 -.00 -.01 -.01 -AO .01 .ol( .03) (-.01) (.01) ( .02) ( .01) ( .01) ( .00) (-.03( (-.09)b ( .04)

'

ap .05

P .01

Upper value in each cell represents 4:tro-order Pearson r.

Lower value (in parenthesis) rapresgnts standardized regression coefficient.

I
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TABLE 6

REGRESSION ANALYSES OF-NONVOTING REASONS, BY
EDUCATION, INTEREST. AND MEDIA ORIENTATIONS

AMONG 18- to 24- SO OLDS (Base N=307)

Television

Candidate cyni4dfm

Newspapers .Educa- Polit.Fair- Expo- Atten- Help- Fair- Expo- Atten- Help- tion Int.ness sure tibn 'Pal ness sure tion ful.

.o1 -.01
( .00) (...03)

Candidate indiscrimination -.01 ,- -.04

(-.02) (-.03)

Candidatf diitrust -.12 -.14
( -.14) (-.12)

Government distrust . -.10 -.10

'Political'unconcern

(-.07) (-.08)

.07 . -.04
( .10) V .02)

4
Inefficacy of voting -.OS . -.09

..._
(-.02) (-.07)

-Information lack -.04

(-.04) .(-.07)

.

Unqualified toi- vote .07 .06
(-.00) ( .09)

Registration difficulty .05 -.02

( .04) (-.02)

Poll hours inconvenient .08 -.07 .

, ( .10) (-.11)

Poll place inconvenient .05 .01

( .01) (-.01)
..-

ap .os

by .01

.06

( .11)

-.01

( '.05)

.03

.04., -.02
( .0,01,1((-.02)

-.03 .03

( .0141 ( :06)

.02 -.OS
(.16)1 ( .08) (-.06)

-.10 . -.13 -.10
(-.05) (-.07) ( ...03)

-.30b -.04 -.01
(-420)a ( .02) (-.04)

.02 -.10 -l04 ,

( .14) (-104) (-.03)

.17a. -.17a -.13
( .16) (-.10) (-.08)

-.07 -.03 .15a
'(-.10) (-.04) ( .17) a

-.02 .00 .01

( .03)' ( .05) ( .02)

.09 -.01 .00
( .12) (-.01) (-.02)

..03 :03 .07
( .05) ( .05) ( .08) ,

a

( .04)

.05

.04

( .09)

-.10

(-.08)

-.OS

.03

(.04)

-.06

(-.03)

--JO

.03

( .01)

-.11

(-.11)

-.07

.02.

( .02)

.01

( .03)

-.08

t -.10
(-.17)

-.08
(-.08)

-.16a
(-.07) (-.07) (-.06) (-.18)a

-.02 -.18a -.07 -.13
'( .08) ( -.15) (-.10) - ( -.10)

-.27b -.14 -.14 -.21b
(-.16111 (..k1) (.11) (-.02)

-.15a -.13 -.10 -.09
(-.14) ( -.13) (-.11) (-.04)

.10 -.13 .08 .13
(..03) ( -.09) ( .04) ( .08)

.

-.02 -.OS -.OS -.04

.04

.02

.08

.08

.15e

.07

.10

.05
(-.03) ( .03) (-.05) ( -.9) (-,.01)

-.00' ,% .01 -.13 -.OS -.11 .04
(.04) ( .07) (-.16)a ...4m...04) ( -.11)

.07 .09 -.04 -.03 7 -.06 .05
( .11) ( .10) (-.09)

_

.16a '.05 -.09
( .21)b ( .09) (a,19)a

.

(- ,_._,02 ) (-.11)

-.11 -.08
(-.12) (-JO

Upper Value in each cell represents zero-order Pearson r.

Lower 4alue4in parenthesi-s) represents standardized regressiOn coefficient.
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Candidate cynicism'

Candidate in discrimination

I
Candidate distrust

Government distrust
J

Political unconcern

Inefficacy of voting

Information lack

TABLE 7

REGRESSION ANALYSES OF NONVOTING REASONS, BY
EDUCATION, INTEREST AND MEDIA ORIENTATIONS
AMONG 25- TO 34- YEAR OLDS (Base-N=505)

Television Newspapers
Fair- - Expo- Atten- i Hap- Fair- Expo- Atten- Help-
ness -sure tion ful nest sure ful

, - -.

-.09 --.07 -.08 .-.02 -.09 .00 -.05 -.07
(-.04) (-.04J (.02) ( .04) (-;41) ( .01) ( .01) ( -.08)

-.05 -.01 -.14a 1-.10 -.03 -.11 -.15 b -.17b
'(-.05) ( .04) (-.04) (-:01) (-.03) (-.10) ( -.07) ( -.13)

/.10 -.02 -.06 r.-.OS -.00 -.07
(-.17)a ( .01). ( .03) ( .02) ( .07) ( -.07)

A
.01 -.OS -.04 -.02 .00

( .07) ( .06) (-.03) (-.02) ( .04)

-.08 /.00

(-.06) ( .02)

.07 L.14,10

(-.04)

4 ,

Educa- Polit. R2 ,

tion Int.

-,17b -.18b
(-.I6)b (-.16)b

-.14a -.15b° .08
(-.08) ( -.11) -

..09 -.10 -.13a -.14a .06
(- t0 (-.07) (-.09) (- .13)a

7.271) -.02
(- .14)14 - 44...01)

-.03 -.02 -.02
(-.10) ( .01) ( .05)

-.17b -.02
( .00)

Unqualified to vote .05 .02

( .08), ( .05)

Regis ration difficulty'- .00 -.04
(=.05) (...00)

Poll hours inconvenient -.11' -400
(-.14) (-.01)b

Poll place inconvenient .03. -.00
"'(-.06) ( .02)

.06

(-.03)

-(
-.16b -.06 -.12a .06
(-.19)b (-.04) (-.16)a

-.08 -.20b -.OS -.19b -.26b .12
(-.07) (-.07) (-.02) (-JO) (-.15)a

,.03 .05 -.03

( .08) ( .08)

.02 -JO -.19b -.14a, -.01
( .02) (-.03) (r.13) (-.13)" ( .01)

.02 -.03 -.13a
( -.06) (-.11)

-.24u .01

(-.21)b ( .01).

.01 -.03
( .01) (-.60)

-.15
b

-.03

(:.13)a ( .02)

-.14a .01 -.or-
(-.15)4 .( .02) (-.07)

-.10 -.09 .07
(-.11) . (-.02) ( .10)

6) ( -.02)

-.06 ,00
( -.06) ( .08)

-.17b,.06
(-.19)u

.02 .11

(-.03)

-.04 .03,

(..02)

-.05 .04

.07 -.04 -.05 -.11 '. :07 . .04 .07 .14a .05
(-.00) (-.08) ( .08) (-.13)a ( .03) ( .09)' ( .05) ( 411)

.06 -.00 .08
(-.13) ( .03) ( .12)

ap .05
by .ol

3 9

-,15b -.06 .00 .09 .05
(-.14)a ( .03) (-.06) ( .03) ( .13)a

AP

Upper value in each cell repres is zero-order Pearson r.

Lower value (in parenthesis) esents standiidized regression coefficient.
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a

t

Fair-
ness

Candidate cynicism -.06

a ( .03)

Candidate indiscrimination -.08
( .02)

Candidate distrust' -.011,
( .01)

Government distrust .05

.

Political unceincern

frefficacy of voting *,

°

Information lack

s

Unqualified to vote
.

Regiitiation DIfficplty.
. /,

0

)Polltursinconvehient,

Poll .pleact inconvenient

a

°.411,ABLE 8

REGRESSION. ANALXSES OF NONVOTING REASO, BY
EDUCATION, INTEREST.AND MEDIA ORIENTATIONS

AMONG'3S," TO YEAR OLDS (Bite Ni:508)114---

Television,
Expo- Aten- Help-
sure tion ful

11' s. IP

'Newspapers.
Fair- Expo-'
ness sure

.00 -.05 .02 .."-.10
( .06) (-.02) ( .08) (-.14)a

-
=.19b -.12a -.07 -'.11

(-.14)a (-.05) ( .01) (-.13)

-.13a -.OS -:04 '-'' -.10 =

(-.10) k( .03 ( .08) (-.10)
, N

-.05 JP .-.64..., -.09
( .1(1)a' C-.09) ( ,15).a (-.03) (-.19)b

00, .-.17b 1.-'.20b ,-..08 -.03
( .114' (-.06) (-48) ' (-.03) (-,14)a

AO -.09 ' :.17b -.07 . -.04
'( .10) (-.091104i4.10) (-.03) f-.14)a-

t.13a -.01'. , :05 -.14a -.16b
(-.01) ( .00) ( .04) 6-.00' (-.14)a

.06
( .10)

-.01

'.04)

( .03)

.03

(-.04)

Atten-
tion

Help-
ful

,105 -.04
(-.05) ( -.07)

-.13a -.15b

(7.07). ( -.12)

='.10 -.13a

tr.05) (-.15)a

--.00 -.06

(-;03) R..06)
rj,*

-.22b 7.08
(.10) (-.00)

.18b ,.08'

(-JO) (-.02)

.03 .01

(403) ( .01)

-.03 -.10 -.01,, -.03 .1.12a
(..62y 1-.0e) (- oi) (-.12) -(-.08)

..03 .02'

'(.03) (..00)
. 04 t -.04 .10 a -.04

r\ :.05) (-.01) ( .10) (-.09)
,

.06 -.03', .02 -.01
1,.10) ( -.05) e;.00), ( . 0 4 )

(31011

'14

.08 -.08 Q. .02
( ,.09) (T.08) (-001)- ( 1,01)

02 -.)04

( -.01) -

-a

b0 17
p

.01

05:

.00
( .Q1)

Educe- Polit. R2
tion Jnt.

-.11
(-.13) a

-.0g
(-.08)

-.OS

( -.05)

-.08,

,
-:13a .06
(-.13)a

,.4.07 .08
( .01)

-.09 ,05
( -.06)

06
9) (8.04)

.06

06)

-.10 s.18b .07 .

(-.06) (-.12)a

.00

(-.02)

-.11
( -.08)

(

.03 .06
.02)

-.05 ..04
(-.00),

-.06 41-P:16b. .09 .06 1
( -.08) (-02)

.04 ..01 '
( .05)

.00 .06

(-.00) ( 08)

.-UpPer value in each cell represents zero order Pearson r.

Lowellivalue (in parenthesis) represents standardlamd coefficient.

4111 '11

4 ,

(-.171P ( .12)
-ft

-.12a .05 .04
y.13)a ft -.06)

-.11 :04 .03

(-.I2)a ( .06)

42



-4F

Candidate cynicism

Candidate indiscrimination
er

Candidate distrust

Govegpment distrust, .

Political unconcern.
0

.Inyficacy ofvong

_ wormito.?n liek

_

AP.

Unqualified'to vote

Registration difficulty

-

Pall hours inconvenient

-Pc44 place.inconvenient

TABLE 9
A

REGRESSION ANALYSES00F NONVOTING REASONS, BY
EDUCATION,,INTEREST AND MEDIA ORIENTATIONS
AMONG 65+ - YEAR OLD$ (Base N=158)

Television
Fair Expo- Atten-
ness sure tion

Help-
ful 'ness

0.0

Newspapers
Fair-' Expo- Atten- Help-

sure tion ful

-.06 .?4 -.24a
( .00) (1120). (-.07)

-t10 -.12 -.01 -.25a
_ (-.14) ( .10) (-.17) ( .01) (_444)b.

Educa- Polit. R2
tion Into

-.11 1-.391 .27

-.04 -.04 .14 -.12 -.OS .00
(*.01) It-.00) ( .27)a ( .02) ' (-.07) ( .05)

-.04 -.04 .20 -.19 -.03 .01
(-.03) f(-.03)' ( .26)a (-.13) ( .02) ( .03)

-

-.14

(-.11)

.02

-.11
(-.04)

-.15
( -.03) (-.44)u

-.12 -.1-3 -.21. .14
( .02) (-.06)- (-.11) (-.18)

.05 -.08 .23a -.06 .102 -.11. -.06 .04 -.13 -.15 .16
( .21) (-.10) ( '.36)1) (-.06) 01:20) ( -.08) (-.15) ( .09) ..(-.104) (-.12)-

.11 x..14 -.02 -..13 -.03 -.11 -.19 .

-.33b

( .29) ( -.08) ( .16) ( .02)' (-.26) (-.02) (-.18) (-.17) (=:-22) (-.2

:02 -.20_ .04' -.09 .03 -.14 -.22a -.13 -.25a -.46 28
( ^.05) ( .21) ( .10) (-.05) 4-.03) (-.15) (-.1241 (-.06) (-.40)b

(-.05)

-.08 ..10 -.30 -.14 .04 -.12 -04 -.08
( .14) ( .22) (-.25)a (-.22) ( .11) 4-.17) ( .01) (-.06)

.15 -9 ..03 . 01 -.Q7 -.19 -.08, -.21
'( .32) ( -.05) ( .03) k .04) (-.26) ( .00) ,(-.17) ( -,07) (-.12)

.00 -.12 .04 -.13 .05, -.14 -.10 .02 -.18
(-.02) (-.044 Jr( .13) (-.13) ( .04) (-.08) .06), (-,12)

.06 ;-,64 -47 -.01 -.04 -.04 -.10 .08 -.00
( .25) 1-.06) (L.01) (-.07) (-.25) (-.04) (-.17) ( .13) ( .01)

.05 .00 .02 .05 -.06 .11' '-.12 .11, , -1,15
( .20) ( -.02) ( .11) ( .01) (-.27) ( .18) ( .15) (-.17)

ap

,bp 01

,A3 I

Upper value ih'eachcell represen zero-order Pearson r.

Lrer value (in parenthesis) r esents standardized coefficient.

-.22a .13
( -.11)

(-.08) ''

.0t .07

( .15).

.03 .12'
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